This is the first in a series of papers that analyze college student beliefs in realms where common astronomy misconceptions are prevalent. Data was collected through administration of an inventory distributed at the end of an introductory college astronomy course. In this paper, we present the basic mathematics of item response theory (IRT), and then we use it to explore concepts related to galaxies. We show how IRT determines the difficulty of each galaxy topic under consideration. We find that the concept of galaxy spatial distribution presents the greatest challenge to students of all the galaxy topics. We also find and present the most logical sequence to teach galaxy topics as a function of the audience's age.
INTRODUCTION
Galaxies, a concept presented to most American students in their K-12 years, are the source of a variety of misconceptions (deeply held beliefs that are inconsistent with currently accepted scientific concepts, Comins 2001) . Motivated by an interest in understanding when these, and myriad other misconceptions about astronomy, are replaced with scientifically correct knowledge, one of us (NFC) developed an inventory to explore this issue. Presented to college students for extra credit upon completion of an introductory astronomy course, the inventory has provided us with interesting insights into the process of unlearning galaxy-related and other misconceptions. A total of 403 students over four semesters availed themselves of the opportunity to participate in the inventory. The analysis of that data led us to postulate different orders for teaching this material as a function of grade level in K-12 and college.
The effect of misconceptions on understanding of astronomy concepts has been analyzed in a number of studies (e.g. Vosniadou which suggests that effective instruction requires the guidance of preinstructional student ideas, and further emphasize from Bransford, Brown, and Cocking (1999) that student understanding of astronomical concepts after instruction strongly depends on whether teachers ignore or teach directly to student preinstructional ideas. Bailey & Slater (2003) note that the constructivist movement is a "student model-building paradigm" founded on how students synthesize information and experiences into conceptual models. Based on these standards and misinformation held by students, the researchers designed a series of multiplechoice tests with wrong answers citing misinformation held by students. The study showed that teachers "dramatically overestimate their students' performance" in that teachers fail to recognize the extent of their students' misconceptions. Their findings suggest that teachers need to be made more aware of their students' misconceptions in teaching astronomy topics.
The classroom is not the only source of information on astronomy, of course, and students may acquire accurate and inaccurate information from life experience, their own reasoning, and media presentations (Comins 2001 , Libarkin et al. 2011 ). Even with highly competent instruction in the classroom, students do not necessarily acquire accurate scientific information in a straightforward linear progression; there are often Evidently, careful guided instruction directed specifically at both student misinformation and interpretation of data is essential in ridding oneself of misinformation. Yet none of these studies have attempted to quantify the difficulty of correctly learning each astronomy concept. The studies use common misinformation to design tests to score children, adolescents, and college students, but the tests do not consider how hard it is for the participants to realize that their misinformation is in fact wrong. We were thus led to propose the following research questions:
1. Which galaxy misconceptions are the most persistent for college students?
2. What can we learn about the best order to teach the associated topics?
In the present paper, we explore both of these issues. By determining the most persistent misconceptions, we can suggest topics requiring care in presentation and, in all likelihood, more time in the classroom. This work also suggests the most productive order in which to present material concerning galaxies. We are presently testing the effectiveness of this order compared to the order presented in textbooks.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the methodology of our study, including aspects of our inventory design, administration, and collection of data. Section 3 introduces the mathematics of item response theory, which we use to "score" the difficulty of the misconceptions. Section 4 shows how we use factor analysis to group the galaxy items presented in this paper into 3 subsets. Section 5 presents the results of our analysis using item response theory, and we conclude with our findings in Section 6.
METHODOLOGY
The rationale for this study is to demonstrate how our inventory of astronomy misconceptions quantifies the difficulty of the concepts independent of teaching pedagogy, explicit demonstration of scientific understanding, or conceptual change frameworks. Rather than score student performance on multiple-choice tests or diagram interpretations, college students are asked to respond to a series of astronomy misconceptions, in the form of statements. Because we did not want to tell students that the statements are all misconceptions, we referred to the statements in this inventory as "beliefs." The students are asked to indicate when, in their lives, they were led to believe that each statement is actually wrong, or if they still perceive it to be true. Because our study does not use the constructivist pedagogy discussed in the aforementioned studies, our inventory has the distinct advantages of (1) being completely independent of teaching technique, (2) pinpointing times in the students' lives as to when students unlearned misinformation, and (3) extracting the most challenging topics associated with highest retention of misconceptions. Our study thus clarifies the most, vs least, challenging concepts to learn so that instructors can allocate their time logically by teaching directly to the most challenging misconceptions.
Our study analyzes data from a comprehensive inventory of astronomy misconceptions administered to students by NFC, professor of physics and astronomy, and instructor of the introductory astronomy lecture course at the University of Maine. The AST 109 Misconceptions Inventory (AMI, see Appendix A for a list of acronyms used in this study) was administered at the end of the semester on a voluntary basis to students enrolled in the course. In the AMI, students filled in a scantron to respond with 6 options as indicated in Table 1 reflecting when they learned to reject a misconception or whether they still retained it even after taking AST 109. All the students in our study were of college age. A if you believed it only as a child B if you believed it through high school C if you believe it now D if you believed it, but learned otherwise in AST 109 E if you never thought about it before, but it sounds plausible or correct to you F if you never thought about it before, but think it is wrong now The purpose of the inventory is to determine when students disabused themselves of various astronomy misconceptions, or if they still perceive them as true. The statements in the inventory used in this paper were based on misconceptions identified by NFC between 1985 and 1995 (Comins 2001) . All the participants in our study were of college age. Students were also encouraged to write a one-line comment to correct any wrong-sounding statement. These comments helped us determine whether the student beliefs are currently correct. The inventory, including a code for each statement in order of appearance, is provided in Appendix B. Table 2 lists the semester, class enrollment, number of students participating in the AMI, and number of items in each administration of it. The textbook used in each semester was the most current edition of Discovering the Universe by Comins and Kaufmann. Fall 2009  188  118  267  Fall 2010  175  105  235  Fall 2011  171  91  235  Fall 2012  170  93  235 The AMI covers such a broad range of topics in astronomy that a complete statistical survey on all AMI data requires us to submits several papers. As such, this paper is the first in a series that will cover the entire inventory. The section on galaxies was chosen for this paper because galaxies constitute very distant objects that we generally cannot observe with the naked eye. Their properties are thus studied and published most typically by professional astronomers, rather than hypothesized by the general public through their personal experiences or observations. As a result of NFC's teaching since 1985, 12 common galaxy misconceptions were identified, employed in the AMI, and analyzed in this paper. The statements were coded in order of presentation in the inventory, with galaxies coming near the end of the inventory and the prefix "sA" for "statement revision A." The statements are presented in Table 3 . Galaxy statements sA223 and sA229 (see Appendix B) were omitted from the study. Table 3 : Galaxy statements in the AMI sA218: the Milky Way is the only galaxy sA219: the solar system is not in the Milky Way (or any other) galaxy sA220: all galaxies are spiral sA221: the Milky Way is the center of the universe sA222: the Sun is at the center of the Milky Way galaxy sA224: the Sun is at the center of the universe sA225: there are only a few galaxies sA226: the galaxies are randomly distributed sA227: we see all the stars that are in the Milky Way sA228: all galaxies are the same in size and shape sA230: the Milky Way is just stars -no gas and dust sA231: new planets and stars don't form today
The general theme of this research is to identify the most persistent astronomical misconceptions.
Thus, the focus of this paper is the recoding of student response to measure misconception persistence on a representative scale of numeric graded response options. Out of the original 6 options (Table 1) , we recoded student responses in the manner described in Table 4 . Lower scores indicate younger ages at which students dispelled misconceptions. Higher scores indicate increased misconception persistence. For example, a score of 3 indicates a misconception that still persists with the student. Item response theory (IRT) is a statistical theory that distinguishes the latent trait (designated "ability") of a participant from the difficulty of a set of items with well-correlated response patterns. IRT methodology assumes unidimensionality among the items in the set of items, that is, a group of items are assumed to have well-correlated response patterns such that the difficulty of each item can be reasonably property that the items in the set are locally independent, meaning, they vary only in difficulty and each probe essentially the same concept. They further note that the items themselves should have enough common variance to give reasonably unbiased estimates of item difficulty. They state that in general, an unbiased analysis for dichotomously-scored items (those with two possible response codes, e.g., 0 or 1) may have as few as 100 participants, whereas 5-point response formats require a sample size of at least 500 participants.
In the AMI, we performed IRT analysis with 3 possible scores for the 403 respondents, so we can reasonably assume that our IRT analysis will not be subject to low sample-size bias.
The 1 and 2 parameter logistic models
Student responses are tabulated based on the frequency of the scores in Table 4 , allowing us to In the one-parameter logistic (1PL) model, or Rasch model, the probability for participant p whose ability level is θ to obtain a score X pj (typically taken to be 1 for a correct answer and 0 for an incorrect answer) for a dichotomously scored item j of difficulty b j is given by
The plot of P (X pj = 1|θ, b j ) vs. θ is called the item characteristic curve (ICC). The ICC in Figure 1 has the parameter b j = 0.8, such that at the ability level θ = 0.8, participant p has a 50% chance of responding with the correct answer. This axis is scaled on a z-score metric such that its mean and standard deviation is the probability of responding with the correct answer, and θ is the ability of the participant, so that the ability axis is the horizontal axis. Participants with a higher ability level than b j have more than a 50% chance of responding with the correct answer function of some latent trait of the participants. An example of a latent trait used by Thorpe et al. (2007) in their study of common irrational beliefs is to graph the 1PL as a function of the participants' irrationality, in which case "irrationality" would be the label for the θ axis. For our study, we will refer to the ability (θ) axis as a scale of misconception retention throughout the paper.
In the 1PL model, the shape of the probability distribution is the same for each item in a group.
That is to say, the spread of the probability of right vs. wrong answers is assumed to be the same for each item. For our study, we note that not all the galaxy items probe the same specific concept, so some items will more sharply discriminate higher and lower-achieving participants than other items. In Figure 2 , the steepness, or discrimination, at b j = 0.8 of the second ICC (in red) is 3 times higher than that of the previous item (in blue).
In order to incorporate changes in the probability distribution shape among the grouped items, we use a two parameter logistic (2PL) model, as suggested by Wallace & Bailey (2010) , with a discrimination parameter a j that measures the steepness of the ICC. The 2PL model is written as
A high value for a j corresponds to high item discrimination, which indicates a strong division between higher and lower-achieving participants for the item. Values of a j → 0 correspond to a broader mixing of participant misconception persistence levels. There further exists a 3-parameter logistic (3PL) model, which incorporates a guessing parameter c j for right or wrong answers. The 3PL model is not applicable to our study, because the AMI is not a multiple-choice test, so c j = 0.
The graded response model
While the 1PL and 2PL models are used in IRT for dichotomous scoring, a polytomous model allows for more than 2 responses. Hence, there will be more than one "characteristic curve" to plot the probability of responding with a particular score. The more proper term to use to describe each curve, as noted by Reeve and Fayers (2005) , is category response curve (CRC). We will thus hereafter refer to the curves as CRCs.
Statistical analysis in the AMI involves polytomous scoring. To perform item response theory methodology on polytomous scoring, one may choose from a number of models (e.g. Edelen & Reeve 2007) .
Of these models, the graded response model (GRM), first introduced by Samejima (1969) , is most relevant to us, since we intend to secure the order of student responses throughout our analysis. In the GRM, the total probability of any response is normalized to 1, that is,
for K scores. One can thus plot all of the CRCs on the same graph, as in Figure 3 . Because of probability conservation, K − 1 CRCs have a defined parameter, and we follow the convention introduced by Samejima to chose the locations of all but the first CRCs. Hence, in Figure 3 , the second through fifth CRCs, indicated by purple, blue, green, and yellow, have the respective parameters b jk = −2.0, 0.0, 1.5, 2.5, whereas the first CRC, in red, has no parameter. We specifically note that instead of just b j , we now require that b have two subscripts, one for item j, and one for the particular score k for
Following the construction by Samejima (1969) , in which k goes from 1 to K, the 2PL function for the highest score, P jK , is given by
The 2PL for the K − 1 th score is then
To conserve probability, the 2PL for the K − 2th score is then
This pattern continues until we get to the lowest score, which is
Samejima introduces the notation
where P + jk (θ) is the sum of all CRCs from P j,k+1 up to P jK . Comprehensively the probability of responding with score k in the graded response model for each item j is
Item information
In Fisher information theory, the item information is statistically the variance of the score (Lehmann & Casella 1998); more conceptually, that information is a relative measure of how reliable the value of an CRC is at θ, or how well each score is being estimated at θ. Hence, in IRT literature, one typically refers to an item as being "most informative" (or "best estimating" each score) where the item information curve peaks.
Away from these peaks, where I(θ) is lower, the scores are not estimated very well, and so the reliability of the CRC values for the score decreases with information (Baker 2001) . We thus seek a relationship between the CRCs and the information curves for a group of items. Extending Fisher information theory to polytomously-scored items, the item information curve for item j is given (Chajewski & Lewis 2009) by
(10) Figure 4 shows the total information I(θ) for the example in Figure 3 .
Local information maxima are obtained by finding the abilities θ s that satisfy
where θ s marks the misconception persistence location of a transition from one score to another. A quick approximation for θ s between two neighboring CRCs with scores k and k + 1 can be found by estimating the coordinates of the information peaks. Our estimation assumes that the contribution to I(θ) from each of the other CRCs is negligible, in other words, for another score n, P jn ≈ 0. Our approximation thus applies to both the red-purple and purple-blue CRC intersections of Figure 3 , which represent the first two information peaks in Figure 4 . If, in Eqn. (11), we assume that two neighboring CRCs overlap with P jn ≈ 0, then
After taking the derivative and setting θ = θ s , one has, on the left-hand side,
and, on the right-hand side,
The only way for the left and right sides of the equation to be equal is if
But the identification P jk (θ s ) = P j,k+1 (θ s ) is also where two CRCs intersect. Therefore, if the contribution to I(θ) from each of the other CRCs is negligible, then maximum information is obtained at the intersection of CRCs.
Note that for polytomous scoring, up to K −1 peaks at the solutions θ s may be clearly identified from the shape of I(θ). When the parameters b jk for two neighboring CRCs match more closely, their information peaks can either form a plateau or converge into a single peak in the plot of I(θ) vs. θ. For example, if, instead of our example parameters being b jk = −2.0, 0.0, 1.5, 2.5, we had b jk = −2.0, 0.0, 1.5, 2.3, the total information curve would look like that in Figure 5 , in which the right-most information peaks appear to merge into a plateau, whereas the first two peaks corresponding to b jk = −2.0, 0.0 are not affected. Or, if
we had b jk = −2.0, 0.0, 1.5, 1.9, the two right-most information peaks would merge into one, as in Figure 6 , while, again, the first two peaks would remain unaffected. participants are not very likely to respond with score k. As we illustrate later in this paper, such a merger suggests overlapping responses between two audience groups at that ability level, whereas for most of the items in our IRT analysis, we find little or no such overlapping responses.
The strength of item inter-correlations is determined via factor analysis (e.g. Lee & Ashton 2007, and references therein). We chose the method of principal components analysis (PCA), which reduces the number of AMI galaxy items to a set of factors. In PCA, each factor is aligned along a principal component (analogous to an axis in a coordinate system) with the first factor accounting for the most variance among the statements, the second factor accounting for the second most variance among the statements, and so In considering correlations of when students dispelled or retained galaxy misconceptions, PCA determines the factors of statements that we consider "unidimensional enough" to perform IRT analysis, as discussed above. We performed PCA using the software suite SPSS, with varimax rotation on student responses to galaxy misconceptions for all semesters to ensure maximum variance in the factors. Our results are presented in Figure 7 and are discussed here. The procedure for extracting factors is as follows: in PCA, a scree test (Cattell 1966) gives the relative variance of scores for up to as many factors as there are items, with the average variance for all scaled to 1 unit. The scaled variances are called eigenvalues λ, and λ = 1 represents the mean variance of all of the items (galaxy statements). Kaiser (1960) suggests that the number of reasonable factors to extract is determined by how many factors have λ > 1. Cattell suggests that one should assign a cutoff above the largest eigenvalue difference between two successive factors other than the first factor. Using either method, we are inclined from the scree plot in Figure 7 (a) to extract three factors from our original 12 galaxy items.
Once the components are rotated, loadings (or correlations) on each component can be determined for all items. The correlation of responses between two items a and b can be checked by calculating the sample correlation coefficient C, given by
The correlation coefficients in Figure 7 Similarly, the three statements in the second factor, related to the concept of "centralization" (see Table   3 ), have well-correlated responses, and statement sA225 has responses that correlate somewhat with both factors 1 and 2. It is thus not surprising to see that these statements have well-correlated misconception scores.
PCA says that the correlated responses to the galaxy items can be grouped into these smaller factors. The first factor consists of seven statements regarding primarily visual properties of galaxies, such as their shapes, sizes, count, and internal structure with regard to the presence of gas, dust, and planet formation. The second factor consists of three statements regarding the idea of "centralization," that is, the misconceptions that we are at the galactic center, or the Milky Way is the center of the universe. The remaining two statements, in the final factor, probe student understanding of distributions, specifically of stars within galaxies and of the galaxies themselves throughout the universe. Our PCA results suggest that instructors should group galaxy concepts into these three factors.
Part of our study is to look at inter-correlations of student responses. We note that from Figure   7 (b), sA218, the misconception that there is only one galaxy in the universe, has a loading of 0.431 on the second factor of galaxy statements, pertaining to centralization. Additionally, statement sA225, the misconception that there are only a few galaxies, has a 0.368 loading on this factor. Hence students who endorse misconceptions pertaining to centralization are also likely to say that there is only one or a few galaxies in the universe.
To our surprise, sA227, the misconception that we see all the stars that are in the Milky Way, is best correlated with sA226, the misconception that the galaxies are randomly distributed, than with any particular statement in Factor 1, most of which relate to visual properties of galaxies. This suggests that when asked whether or not we can see all the stars in the Milky Way, students more often consider how the stars are distributed, rather than how bright or dim they are. Hence, sA226 and sA227 probe one's conceptual framework of "spatial distribution."
IRT ANALYSIS ON THE GALAXY STATEMENT FACTORS
IRT methodology, as discussed in Section 3, determines how the inclusive factor statements should be sequenced. We applied IRT methodology to our recoded scores (Table 4) Misconception E ndor sem ent
Pro b ab ility o f Resp o n se
It em C haracteristic C urve: sA 218
Graded Response Model Figure 8 : Galaxy statement sA218 characteristic curves for the first galaxy statement factor, including student responses from all semesters. For this and succeeding item characteristic curve plots, labels 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to black, blue, and purple curves respectively mean "unlearned prior to AST 109," "dispelled in AST 109," and "retained through AST 109"
On all of these graphs, the latent trait "misconception endorsement" represents the tendency for students to endorse any particular galaxy misconception. Left to right indicates a higher tendency to retain galaxy misconceptions. We note from the figure, however, that most students, including those who are high on endorsing misconceptions, responded with either "1" (dispelled the misconception prior to AST 109) or "2" (dispelled the misconception in AST 109) for a broad range of misconception endorsement. So, even those students who are easily persuaded to endorse misconceptions dispelled this one, which indicates that "the Milky Way is the only galaxy" is an easy item, that is, one which is dispelled quite readily. For comparison, a hard item is one which is endorsed quite readily, and not easily dispelled. As we will demonstrate later,
IRT graphs with mostly "1" or "2" responses represent easier items, while IRT graphs with mostly "2" or "3" responses represent harder items.
We now discuss the results of performing IRT analysis on the first factor of galaxy statements:
sA218, sA219, sA220, sA225, sA228, sA230, and sA231. Figures 8-11 show the most interesting graphs generated by MULTILOG, which include the graphs for sA218, sA220, sA225, and sA228. The graphs for sA230 and sA231 look like those for sA225, and the graphs for sA219 look like those for sA220.
Category legends Item: sA 220
Solid Lines: 1= Black (unlearned prior to AST 109) 2= Blue (dispelled in AST 109) 3= Magenta (retained through AST 109) We are now ready to determine the most logical order to teach galaxy topics in the first galaxy factor. The values in Table 5 to transition over from dispelling the misconception to retaining it through adolescence. Similarly, each right intersection coordinate, representing where the "2" and "3" CRCs intersect, marks the latent trait in which students in AST 109 transition from dispelling the misconception in AST 109 to still retaining it even after instruction. Hence, we consider two audiences separately in our analysis: the left intersection scores represent transitions for children and adolescents, whereas the right intersection scores represent transitions for students in AST 109. We list the CRC intersection coordinate and the discrimination parameter a j (Section 3.2) in Table 5 , which we then use to suggest a sequence for the statements in order of progressively higher difficulty. As we will argue, the sequence for the group of adults is different than the sequence for the group of children and adolescents. We remind the reader that the meaning of the "misconception endorsement" is to refer to the latent trait of the participant. So, lower intersection coordinates correspond to harder items. For example, sA218, the misconception that the Milky Way is the only galaxy, is the easiest item in Factor 1 for both audiences, while sA220, the misconception that all galaxies are spiral, seems to be a hard item for children and adolescents, but is a medium-difficulty item for AST 109 students. Also, the misconception that there are only a few galaxies (sA225) is the hardest item in the factor for AST 109 students but the second easiest item for children and adolescents.
Using the locations of the right intersections, the logical order for teaching the first factor of galaxy topics to adults is sA218, sA219, sA228, sA220, sA231, sA230, sA225. We note, however, that the relative locations of the left peaks, corresponding to disambiguation during childhood or adolescence vs. disambiguation in AST 109, do not necessarily suggest that the logical order that applies for adults also applies to children and adolescents. Noting the positions of the left peaks from Table 5 , we conclude that the logical order to teach the first factor of galaxy topics to children and adolescents is sA218, sA225, sA228, sA230, sA231, sA219, sA220.
We now discuss the results of performing IRT analysis on the second factor of galaxy statements:
sA221, sA222, and sA224. Of these statements, we show the MULTILOG graph for the most informative item in this factor, sA224, in Figure 12 . The MULTILOG graphs of sA221 and sA222 are similar. All three statements relate to the idea of centralization, the misconceptions that we are at the center of the Milky Way galaxy or the universe.
Category legends Item: sA 224
Solid Lines: 1= Black (unlearned prior to AST 109) 2= Blue (dispelled in AST 109) 3= Magenta (retained through AST 109) galaxy topics for the two audiences. Using IRT, our results suggest that sA224, the misconception that the Sun is at the center of the universe, should be taught first to both audiences. Thereafter, the optimal order for children and adolescents is to teach sA222 then sA221, whereas the optimal order for adults is the reverse. Interestingly, the closeness of the sA221 vs. sA222 left CRC intersections suggests that sA221 and sA222 may be taught together. Using IRT, the most logical sequence is to show first that the Sun is not at the center of the universe, then show that the Milky Way is not at the center of the universe and that the Sun is not at the center of the Milky Way galaxy. Our findings thus suggest that the conceptual framework projected by adolescents about "centralization" does not change as adolescents transcend into adulthood. We now discuss the results of performing IRT analysis on the third and final factor of galaxy statements: sA226 and sA227, shown in Figures 13 and 14 . The MULTILOG graph of sA226, the misconception that the galaxies are randomly distributed, is shown in Figure 13 . We observe that this item represents the hardest of all the galaxy statements, because even those students who are generally low on endorsing misconceptions are likely to respond with "2" or "3," indicating high retention of the misconception. This is exactly the opposite of what we observe for sA218 (Figure 8 ), which represents the easiest galaxy item.
For sA226, we observe an information "plateau" for the θ range -2 to 0, which is similar to the plateau constructed in Figure 5 . The plateau thus suggests a mixing of the two transitions: adolescent retention vs. disambiguation and college student retention vs. disambiguation. We do not observe this for any other galaxy statement. We also include the MULTILOG graph for sA227, the misconception that we can see all the stars in the Milky Way, in Figure 14 .
As before, we can use the CRC intersection coordinates (Table 7) to construct the most logical order to teach galaxy topics for both audiences. It turns out that the logical third galaxy factor order for adults is the same for children and adolescents: sA227, sA226. Our findings thus suggest that the conceptual framework projected by adolescents about spatial distributions of galaxies and the stars within them does Having sequenced the three galaxy factors individually, our final task is to sequence the factors themselves as a function of the audience. We calculate a left and right "misconception factor coordinate" (MFC) by choosing a "representative" weight for each statement in the factor, then computing the weighted mean of the intersection scores for all statements in each factor separately for the left and right intersections.
In Section 3.4, we noted that statements that are the most informative also have the highest discrimination parameters a j . Therefore, we choose to weight the statements by their respective discriminatory parameter.
For left intersections, each with coordinate L, the left MFC for a given factor is given by
Likewise, for right intersections, each with coordinate R, the left MFC for a given factor is given by The most logical order to sequence the factors is in order from highest to lowest MFC, as lower scores in each column represent harder items, which thus reflect harder galaxy topics. We summarize our MFCs in Table 8 . Based on our MFCs, the most logical sequence for adults is in the order of factors 1, 2, 3, whereas the most logical sequence for children and adolescents is 2, 1, 3. Our findings thus suggest that of the three factors (regarding visual galaxy properties, centralization, and spatial distribution), adolescents are most likely to refine their understanding of concepts related to visual galaxy properties as they enter adulthood.
Our results for all galaxy factors and sequences for both age groups are summarized in Table 9 . In this paper, we have summarized the mathematics underlying item response theory (IRT). We then applied item response theory to data collected from a study of astronomy misconceptions administered to college astronomy lecture students over three semesters. We then considered the special case of galaxies from this data. We used principal components analysis to determine galaxy items that clustered together based on correlated student responses. We then used IRT to scale the items for difficulty represented by the factors of items that we identified from factor analysis. Our work indicates that the order of difficulty in unlearning various incorrect beliefs about galaxies is a function of student age. Our results suggest that it would seem logical to allocate more classroom time in the course to those topics reflecting the most persistent misconceptions.
We now summarize the procedure that we used to determine the most logical order to teach galaxy concepts:
1. Recode student responses to the AST 109 Misconceptions Inventory (Appendix B) into an order of increased retention of misconceptions, termed "misconception scores."
2. Perform principal components analysis on the misconception scores to extract the appropriate galaxy topic groups, each with well-correlated responses.
3. Perform item response theory analysis using the graded response model on each factor of statements, one statement at a time, to generate an item characteristic curve for each score along an axis of increasing "misconception persistence."
4. Use the locations of the category response curve intersections to sequence groups of items by order of highest misconception persistence. Since each intersection corresponds to a transition from one "age" of dispelling misconceptions to another age of dispelling misconceptions, these intersections represent the relative ages of the study participants.
5. For each factor, sequence the items by the locations of their intersections.
6. Sequence the factors by a weighted average of the intersections for each age.
This procedure leads to the prediction of the best order in which to present material to groups of different ages. Using this procedure, we find that the easiest misconception to dispel is that there is only one galaxy.
We find that the hardest thing for all audiences to learn is that the galaxies are not randomly distributed. We also note that this misconception is strongly correlated with the misconception that we can see all the stars in the Milky Way, consistent with one's framework of "spatial distribution." We also suggest that students who endorse misconceptions about us being in the Milky Way's center or the Milky Way being at the center of the universe also endorse the misconception that there are no more than a few galaxies.
We continue to conduct additional tests on student data for other sections (e.g. black holes, planets)
of the AMI based on the procedure used for this paper. These results will be reported in subsequent papers.
The work in this paper represents theory that makes predictions that we are also planning on B AST 109 Misconceptions Inventory NAME:
Instructions for this Inventory:
What this is all about: The reason this inventory is worth 5 points on your final grade is that it requires a fair amount of effort on your part, and two hours of your time. Your contribution will enable Dr. Comins and many other astronomy teachers to present the material in this course more effectively. Please do the following honestly and as completely as possible. Please work alone.
Effects and risks of this research on you and others: Your responses will have no negative effect on your grade (and you will get the extra credit just for completing the inventory). While your only benefit in participating in this study is receiving extra credit, this research will help us better understand when people learn the correct science about astronomy. Data from this inventory will be used for research purposes in addition to improving the course. The only risks associated with participation in the study are your time and possible inconvenience during the inventory.
Your options: Participation is voluntary. As a research participant you are free to skip any item that you do not wish to answer, and you may stop at any time. Once the assignment is handed in and extra credit points are given, your name will be removed and not associated with your responses. If you decide not to respond to the inventory, you will not obtain extra credit, of course, but otherwise your grade will be unaffected. As an alternative to earning extra credit by responding to this inventory, you are free to obtain equal extra credit by writing a paper on an astronomy topic that you and Dr. Comins agree upon.
Security of this data:
The data collected will be kept indefinitely in Dr. 
A)
After the number for each statement please write:
A if you believed it only as a child B if you believed it through high school C if you believe it now D if you believed it, but learned otherwise in AST 109
If you never thought about a certain statement, please consider it now.
Write E if the statement sounds plausible or correct to you. Write F if you never thought about it before, but think it is wrong now.
B)
If you believe a statement is wrong, please briefly correct it in the space below. . the most important function of a telescope is magnification sA272. all space debris existing today is the result of planet collisions and explosions on planets sA273. astronomers mostly work with telescopes sA274. it is possible to travel faster than the speed of light (that is, at "warp speed")
